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The Burnt Cape Environment



The flora of Burnt Cape is unique, not only to 
Newfoundland, but in several ways globally as 
well. Six major environmental factors 
contribute to this uniqueness:
•Climate
•Substrate
•Drainage
•Exposure
•Marine Influence
•Historical



Climate





The Cape is a meeting place of arctic plant species like 
Dwarf Hawksbeard (left), and more southerly forest 
species like Wild Sarsaparilla  (right).







Substrate



Where the limestone rock frost shatters into larger 

shards and moves downslope, very few plants are 

able to establish.





Although plant growth appears sparse in finer gravel 

areas like this, some of the rarest species inhabit such 

sites.



Where conditions permit, a thin organic veneer of turf 
builds up over the calcareous gravels providing soil and 
shelter for a variety of small wildflowers that cannot 
establish on the bare gravels



On the thin turfy layer above limestone bedrock various 
wildflowers bloom, each in their season.





Calcium loving or tolerant plants are common on The Cape



Burnt Cape is an elongated dome, highest in the 
middle and sloping to both sides so drainage is 
good. Exposed gravels may dry out in summer.

Drainage



Cracks, crevices, ravines and caves in this “karst” 
topography quickly funnel rain water downward 
from the heights.





Only one small basin occurs on Burnt Cape 
which collects and holds water giving rise to a 
small pool and a surrounding boggy peatland.
This view looking southwestward.



Closer view of peatland and pool looking eastward



In gravelly areas water may accumulate in pockets beneath the gravels. Freezing 
and thawing cycles cause soil churning to produce “frost polygons” or “frost boils”.





Exposure to Winds
For much of the year freezing and drying winds sweep 
across The Cape killing off tender young growth resulting 
in stunted and flagged woody vegetation.





In partially sheltered areas only dense tangled 
low growing woody “tuckamore” can establish 
beneath the major winds.



In some sheltered depressions herbaceous meadows 
develop





Only in sheltered sites and deeper ravines with 
some accumulated soil can trees of any stature 
develop.



On exposed headlands only ground hugging 
mosses, herbs and wildflowers can exist.





In sheltered pockets, coastal lawns and 
wildflower meadows flourish.



In several sheltered locations a low dense uniform growth of Black 
Crowberry occurs punctuated by a few low herbs and other low growing 
shrubs. These are known as “Crowberry Lawns”





The relatively soft limestone of the Cape is constantly eroded by wave action. 
Some say this is a good likeness of a former Premier of Newfoundland whose 
party held this district for many years.





Where finer beach soils accumulate, plants 
tolerant of salt spray will occur.





On the sheltered southwest shores of the peninsula mud flats and small 
narrow shoreline salt marshes occur with their saltwater tolerant species.



Historical

Most plants on Burnt Cape are native species, 
however, since the coming of the Europeans, a 
number of introduced species also occur.
















